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Hi, and thank you for inquiring about opportunities to advertise with Green and Prosperous or generate more 

publicity for your brand, blog, or product(s). Green and Prosperous’ mission is to share information about 

green living/healthy living, with an emphasis on eco-friendly products, healthy eating, and advocacy for 

promoting healthy lifestyles, products, groups, and organizations. 

 

We get a lot of requests for guest posts and try to be diligent about responding in a timely fashion. 

Sometimes, though, it may take us a few days to get back to you. Please feel free to try contacting us again 

at kellyp@greenandprosperous.com if you haven’t heard back in a few days.  

 

Guest Posts: Get the word out about your product, company or mission. We can publish your written post 

or write the post for you. What guest post options do we offer? 

 

$25 guest post (written by you)  

• We proofread your post and make minor edits or corrections for clarity; 

• We publish the post to the Green and Prosperous blog; 

• We share the post once to our social media networks on Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr; 

• We create a branded pin for your post and pin it to our Green Living board on Pinterest 

 

$50 sponsored post (written by you)  

• We edit and refine your post for clarity and optimize it for SEO; 

• We publish the post to the Green and Prosperous blog and promote it to our subscriber list; 

• We share the post once to our social media networks on Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr 

• We promote your post on Instagram; 

• We create a branded pin for your post and publish that pin to our Pinterest board(s), our group 

boards, and our Tailwind communities. 

 

$200-500 sponsored post (written by Kelly P; price varies depending on content and length of post)  

• I write your post (1000+ words), optimizing it for SEO and clarity; 

• All of the above as described in the $50 sponsored post package 

 

 

We also offer Native Content Advertising and Banner Advertising! 

check out our rates and options at  

https://www.greenandprosperous.com/banners-native-ads 
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